
 
From The Ashbery Riff-Offs 
 

where each poem begins with 1 or 1- -Portrait in a 
Ashbery 
 
 
 
Witnessed in the Convex Mirror: Civilization and Inheritance 
 
Their reticence has undermined 
the urban scenery, made its ambiguities 
like yellowing leaves on shrubs tentative  

 
flashes open to reveal a dangling worm  
surely imagination need not be radicalized 

 
silent at my lapse, then depart for an 
imagined country. But everyone makes 
mistakes. And our house? Already set 
amidst a bucolic landscape. You see, I 
thought you wanted the tree farther away  
from your window to allow more sunlight 
I should have known better: you always 
prefer the shade your family made you 
that way. Civilization continues, after all 
because so few ever consider inheritance 
something to challenge, to spur rebellion 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Witnessed in the Convex Mirror: Sun Rises Over Battle 
 
Today has that special lapidary 
todayness that sunlight reproduces 
though I am mired in a swamp 
No doubt my perfume is one of old 
rain. My shell solidified until my 
green and beige camouflage gear 



 
its glistening capture of sunrays 
fashioning a jade and gold armor 
From the smallest and fragile creature 
to the most cruel that we are, we 
all are in armor. We are armor. All 
that remains is the preening that 
negates the subject matter: Do admire 
my shield! It gleams with the colors 

wind 
-ows showing saints, the Mother 
of God, the Son sacrificed by his 
Heavenly Father to save humanity 

 
 

also acts as mirror. The reflected 
one is usually wounded and unsalved 
by tears. No drawbridge exists. We 
remain outside, mired in the fight. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Witnessed in the Convex Mirror: Though She Should Have Known Better Than To 
Play An Asian Superpower, This Poem Is For Scarlet Johannsen 
 
No way out of the problem of pathos vs. 
experience. In academia where scholars 
give citations as markers of authority when 
they write research papers, more scholars  
of the male vs. other genders cite their  
own previous work. My skin is an 

 
a hide too thin in some spots, too thick  
where it need not be. To witness my  
complexion is to be drawn to my eyes 
This side of anxious, I see my eyes  
every morning when I oil my mustache  
with my avatar watching intently from glass 

 



a too familiar forward tilt of my spine  
towards the mirror. In my eyes lurks the world 
camouflaging myself: the crust on eyelid  
edges like those on drought-stricken lakes 
the widening dark spots around pupils 
like the growing polyethylene islands 
floating on the Pacific, the red lines like 

 
once welcoming of refugees. In my eyes  
I see the wall and distance of glass  

 
unnerving to see ComplicityComplicity  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Witnessed in the Convex Mirror: Reflected Noise 
 
The glass chooses to reflect only what he sees 
which is never silence so that a turning away 
towards environment becomes redundancy 
The birds speak harshly, or not. Their reflection 
cannot present birdsong but the witness edits  
and captions their beaks  

 
open, aggrieved, but editors cite music. Such  
is the fable for our times: when someone be 
-seeches from hunger, another raises a finger  
to cite a notion of inappropriate behavior. In  
turn, awkwardness becomes excuse for  
a Hollywood ending of joy because, simply 
we all want to be happywe all want to be happy witnessing someone 
longing for happiness begets reliable source 
for empathy. But such a position is only the  
latest in a series of revisions. Revision can 
-not exist in silence. Therefore: noise. For  
the glass portrait cannot dwell permanently  
in the possibility of the Ideal, or the good 
 
 



 
 
 
 
Witnessed in the Convex Mirror: The Absent Flowers 
 
On a pedestal of vacuum, a ping-pong ball 
secure on its jet of water. It takes a large 
intellect to multi-task constructs that cancel 
each other. Like race and loyalty. Like loyalty 
and gender. Like gender and persimmons 
Like persimmons and permissions. Like 
persimmons and persimmons. Do note, please 
the absence of crocuses from this poem  
as valid a reality, I want to say, as a ping-pong 
ball balanced on a jet of water but such raises 
questions: who is the observer, the audience 
and the owner of a stolen air-spewing machine 
now walking the tundra, cal -  
after an ex-wife who painted her toenails pink  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


